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ABSTRACT
In this paper I shall construct, in a four-dimensional space, all vector-tensor
field theories that are conformally invariant, consistent with conservation of charge,
and flat space compatible.  By the last assumption I mean that the Lagrangian of the
theory in question, is well-defined and differentiable, when evaluated for either a flat
metric tensor (and) or vanishing vector field.  Under these assumptions there exists
only two classes of Lagrangians.  One is represented by the  Lagrangian which yields
the Bach tensor density multiplied by a constant, while the other is represented by a
constant multiple of the usual Lagrangian that yields Maxwell’s equation. Thus,
under the aforementioned assumptions, the field equation obtained by varying the
vector field, must be Maxwell’s.  
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DEDICATION
This paper is dedicated to the memory of my wife, Sharon Winklhofer
Horndeski, Ph.D., J.D., who died on August 8, 2017, while I was preparing this
manuscript.  I shall miss her greatly.
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Section 1: Introduction
In Einstein’s theory of gravity and electromagnetism, the field equations
governing the Lorentzian metric tensor, gab , and the vector potential, øa, in regions
devoid of sources, are 
Gab !TMab = 0 ,                                                                                   Eq.1.1 
           
and
Fab*b = 0 ,                                                                                        Eq.1.2 
         
where
TMab := 2[Fac Fbc  !¼ gab Fcd Fcd ]                                                    Eq.1.3 
         
and
Fab :=  øa,b !øb,a .                                                                               Eq.1.4
The notation used in this paper is the same as that employed in [1], except where
stipulated to the contrary. Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2  are referred to as the source-free Einstein-
Maxwell field equations, and they are derivable from the Einstein-Maxwell
Lagrangian
LEM := g½R ! g½ Fab Fab .                                                                                                            Eq.1.5
In the presence of sources for the gravitational and electromagnetic field, Eqs.1.1 and
1.2 are modified by the addition of 8ðTab and !4ðJa to the right-hand sides of these
equations respectively.  Here Tab and Ja denote the energy-momentum tensor and
charge-current vector for the source fields.  In general, the requirement that charge
be conserved translates to the demand that Ja*a = 0.  Since Fab*ba / 0, we see that in the
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presences of sources, the Einstein-Maxwell field equations are compatible with
charge conservation.
 Another interesting aspect of these equations is that the Lagrangian which
yields g½TMab, and the electromagnetic field equations; viz.,
LM := !g½ Fab Fab ,                                                                                                                          Eq.1.6
is invariant under a conformal transformation.    This in turn implies  that Eab(LM) and
Ea(LM) are conformally invariant.  So LM generates field equations which are
conformally invariant and compatible with charge conservation.  The natural question
to ask is whether LM is unique in that regard?  To resolve that problem I first have to
introduce some terminology. 
We shall say that a physical field theory is a vector-tensor field theory, if the
field variables are the components of a covariant vector field, øa, and a metric tensor
field, gab, with the field equations being derivable from a Lagrangian of the form
L = L(gab; gab,c ;. . .; øa ; øa,b ;. . .) ,                                                             Eq.1.7
which is of finite differential order in the field variables, and assumed to be a scalar
density.  We define the Euler-Lagrange tensor densities by
Eab(L) := !ML   + d    ML   + . . .                                                                Eq.1.8
                            Mgab    dxc Mgab,c    
and
Ea(L) := !ML    + d    ML    + . . .    .                                                            Eq.1.9
                           Møa      dxb Møa,b 
The field theory will be said to be of kth order, if  one of the set of field tensor
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densities has derivatives of kth order, in a least one of the field variables. Note that the
Euler-Lagrange tensor densities defined in Eqs.1.8 and 1.9 are the negative of those
used in [1].
Let  L be the Lagrangian of a vector-tensor field theory.  Under the conformal
transformation gab 6g'ab := e2ógab , where ó is a differentiable real valued scalar field,
L generates a Lagrangian L', defined by
L'( g'ab; g'ab,c; . . . ; øa; øa,b; . . .) := L(g'ab; g'ab,c; . . .; øa; øa,b; . . .) .
L is said to be conformally invariant if L' = L, when g'ab is replaced throughout L'
by e2ógab.
A vector-tensor field theory will be said to be conformally invariant if Eab(L),
and Ea(L), are conformally invariant.  If L is conformally invariant, or conformally
invariant up to a divergence, then it is easily demonstrated that its associated vector-
tensor field theory will be conformally invariant.  
We shall say that a vector-tensor field theory is consistent with charge
conservation if the Euler-Lagrange tensor density Ea(L), is identically divergence
free.  This guarantees that charge will be conserved, because in the presence of charge
the vector field equation is Ea(L) = !16ð g½ Ja , where Ja is the charge-current vector.
As pointed out above, the Einstein-Maxwell field equations are compatible with
conservation of charge, although they are not conformally invariant.
Another thing we note about the Einstein-Maxwell field equations is that the
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Lagrangian of this theory is well defined, and differentiable (as a tensorial
concomitant) when evaluated for a flat metric tensor, and vanishing vector potential. 
With that in mind I shall define a vector-tensor field theory to be flat space
compatible, if the Lagrangian of that theory is well defined and differentiable when
evaluated for either a flat metric tensor (and) or vanishing vector potential. When this
is the case the field tensors of that theory will also be well defined and differentiable
when evaluated for either a flat metric tensor (and ) or vanishing vector potential.  It
seems physically reasonable to demand that a vector-tensor field theory be flat space
compatible, since that will guarantee that the field equations of that theory do not
blow up when nothing is in the space.
 There exists a trivial example of a vector-tensor field theory, which is flat
space compatible, conformally invariant, and consistent with charge conservation. 
This theory is generated by the pure metric Lagrangian,
LB :=  !½ g½ ChijkChijk ,                                                                                Eq.1.10
where Chijk is the Weyl tensor, which in a 4-dimensional space, is defined by
     Chijk := Rhijk + ½(ghkRij + gijRhk ! ghjRik ! gikRhj) + 1/6R(ghjgik ! ghkgij).        Eq.1.11
The Euler-Lagrange tensor densities associated with LB are
Eab(LB) := g½Bab = g½(Caijb*ij + Cajib*ij !Rha jkChbjk  + ¼gabChijkChijk)           Eq.1.12
and
Ea(LB) = 0 .                                                                                             Eq.1.13
(A derivation of Eq.1.12 can be found on page 9 of [2].)  The tensor Bab presented in
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Eq.1.12 is the well-known Bach tensor [3], which in a four-dimensional space can be
expressed as follows:
Bab = !~Rab +aR*ab + 1/6 gab~R + 2RhabkRhk + ½ gabRhkRhk + bRRab !1/6gabR2 .
So right now we know of two conformally invariant, flat space compatible
vector-tensor field theories that are consistent with charge conservation.  The
question is: Are there any more such theories?  The answer is provided by the
following 
Theorem: In a four-dimensional space, let L be a Lagrangian which generates a
conformally invariant, flat space compatible, vector-tensor field theory which is
consistent with charge conservation.  Then the Euler-Lagrange tensor densities
associated with L can also be obtained from the Lagrangian bLB + âLM for a suitable
choice of the constants b and â. LM and LB are defined by Eqs.1.6 and 1.10.
The above Theorem tells us something amazing about Maxwell’s equations of
electromagnetism in a curved space.  It tells us that if we are looking for a flat space
compatible, vector-tensor field theory in a space of four-dimensions, which is
conformally invariant, and consistent with conservation of charge, then the
electromagnetic field equations must be Maxwell’s.  However, the energy-momentum
tensor of that theory  can differ from Maxwell’s by a term involving the Bach tensor.
I shall now address that issue.  
Let L be the Lagrangian of a vector-tensor field theory.  We can write L as
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L = L1 + . . . + Lë ,
where L1, . . . , Lë are scalar densities, which can not be further simplified as the sum
of other scalar densities.  We shall say that the vector-tensor theory generated by L
is a true vector-tensor field theory if each of the Lagrangians L1, . . . , Lë that comprise
L, are such that at least one of their Euler-Lagrange tensor densities actually involve
the vector potential, or its derivatives, in some way.  Thus the Lagrangian bLB + âLM 
describes a true vector-tensor field theory only if b = 0, and â  0.  Consequently the
above Theorem immediately gives rise to the following
Corollary: In a four-dimensional space let L be a Lagrangian which generates a
conformally invariant, flat space compatible, true vector-tensor field theory, which
is consistent with charge conservation.  Then the Euler-Lagrange tensor densities
associated with L can also be obtained from âLM , where â is a constant and LM is the
Maxwell Lagrangian, defined by Eq.1.6.
In the next section I shall provide a detailed proof of the Theorem. This will be
followed in the concluding section, by remarks upon the Theorem, gauge-tensor field
theories, and conformally invariant vector-tensor field theories. 
Before I close this introduction, let me  quickly sketch how the Theorem will
be proved.  I begin by showing that if L satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem,
then Aij := Eij(L) and Ci :=  Ei(L), must be devoid of explicit dependence on the vector
field.  I then go on to show that Aij and Ci are   at most of fourth-order in gab and third-
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order in øa.  Next I construct the general form of Ci, and show that Ci = Ei( âLM) , for
a suitable choice of the constant â.  The Lagrangian L := L !â LM will satisfy the
assumptions of the Theorem and be such that Ei(L) = 0.  The proof ends by
demonstrating that L is equivalent to the Lagrangian bLB for a suitable choice of the
constant b.  Now for the details, which should be familiar to those who have read [2].
Section 2:  Proof of the Theorem
The proof will consist of a sequence of Lemmas similar to those used in [2]. 
Since the signature of the metric tensor will not be significant in what we are about
to do, I shall assume that it is arbitrary, but fixed.  
The first lemma will provide us with an easy way to recognized conformally
invariant vector-tensor field theories.
Lemma 1: Let L be the Lagrangian of a vector-tensor field theory.  That field theory
will be conformally invariant if and only if Eab(L) is trace-free.  If Eab(L) is trace-free,
then L is conformally invariant up to a divergence.
Proof: Y The Euler-Lagrange tensor densities of a vector-tensor field theory are
related by the identity (see, [1], or page 49 of [4])
Eab(L)*b = !½Fab Eb(L) ! ½ øa Eb(L)*b .                                              Eq.2.1
If g'ab := e2ógab , we let Eab(L)' and Ea(L)' denote Eab(L) and Ea(L) built from g'ab and øa. 
Since Eq.2.1 is an identity it is valid for every metric tensor and vector field.  Thus
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Eab(L)'*'b = !½FabEb(L)' ! ½øaEb(L)'*'b ,                                            Eq.2.2
where “*'” denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the Levi-Civita connection
of g'ab. Due to our assumption of conformal invariance Ea(L) = Ea(L)'.  Thus the right-
hand sides of Eqs.2.1 and 2.2 are equal.  Consequently
Eab(L)'*'b = Eab(L)*b .                                                                           Eq.2.3
Since, by assumption,  Eab(L) = Eab(L)', we can use  the fact that
Ã'rst = Ãrst + ó,särt + ó,tärs ! gst grmó,m 
in Eq.2.3, to deduce that Eaa(L) = 0.
Z Let g(t)ab := (1!t)gab + t g'ab , 0 < t< 1, denote the convex combination of gab  and
g'ab .  So g(t)ab = (1!t+te2ó)gab, is a pseudo-Riemannian metric with the same signature
as gab.  We now define a one parameter family of Lagrangians, L(t) by
L(t) := L(g(t)ab; g(t)ab,c;. . . ; øa; øa,b; . . .) .
If we let Eab(L(t)) denote Eab(L) evaluated for g(t)ab and øa , then it is a straight
forward matter to demonstrate that
dL(t) = Eab(L(t)) dg(t)ab + d   V(t)i                                                                                                   Eq.2.4
dt                        dt           dxi
where V(t)i is a contravariant vector density built from t, ó, gab and øa.  Since Eab(L)
is trace free, we know that 
0 = Eab(L(t)) g(t)ab = Eab(L(t)) gab (1!t+te2ó) ,
and thus
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Eab(L(t)) gab = 0 .
Consequently Eq.2.4 implies that
dL(t) = d   V(t)i    .                                                                                      Eq.2.5 
                 dt         dxi
If we integrate Eq.2.5 with respect to t, from 0 to 1, we find that 
L(1) ! L(0) =  a divergence.
But L(1) = L' and L(0) = L, and so if Eab(L) is trace free, L is conformally invariant
up to a divergence.  This in turn implies that Eab(L) and Ea(L) are conformally
invariant.
Now that we have found an easy way to spot conformally invariant vector-
tensor field theories, what we need is an equally simple way to tell if a vector-tensor
field theory is consistent with conservation of charge.  The next lemma provides us
with the means to do just that.
Lemma 2: Let Aab and Ca be the field tensor densities of a vector-tensor field theory. 
This theory is consistent with conservation of charge if and only if Aab and Ca are
independent of explicit dependence on øa.
Proof: Z Suppose that Aab and Ca are independent of øa; i.e.,
Aab;c = 0  and   C a;c = 0 ,
where
Aab;c := MAab   and Ca;c :=  MCa .
            Møc                        Møc
Since Aab and Ca are the field tensor densities of a vector-tensor field theory they must 
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satisfy Eq.2.1, and so 
Aab*b  =  !½Fab Cb ! ½ øa Cb*b .                                                                   Eq.2.6
Upon differentiating Eq.2.6 with respect to øa we get
0 = Cb*b ,
which implies that charge is conserved.
Y Unfortunately proving the lemma in this direction will not be as easy. To begin that
task let L be a Lagrangian which is such that
Eab(L) = Aab and Ea(L) = Ca ,
where, recall that, Ca,a = 0, by assumption. We wish to prove that Aab;c = 0 , and Ca;c
= 0.  Since
Ci = ! ML + a divergence
Møi
we can deduce that
Eab(Ci) = ! Eab ML    and    Ea(Ci) = ! Ea  ML                                            Eq.2.7
                                  Møi                                 Møi    .
Now it is easily seen that the Eab operator commutes with the M    operator, and that
      Møi
the Ea operator commutes with the M     operator.  As a result Eq.2.7 tells us that
                                                        Møi
Eab(Ci) = ! Aab;i   and   Ea(Ci) = ! Ca;i    .                                                      Eq.2.8
Hence the problem  of proving that Aab and Ca are independent of øi is equivalent to
proving that 
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Eab(Ci) = 0  and   Ea(Ci) = 0                                                             Eq.2.9
when Ca*a = 0. 
In passing I would like to point out equations like Eq.2.8 can be obtained from
a family of differential operators associated to the Euler-Lagrange operator.  These
operators are discussed in Horndeski [5].
It is not too difficult to prove the validity of Eq.2.9 when Ci is of arbitrary
differential order.  However,  a few lemmas from now I shall show that when L
satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem then Aab and Ci must be at most of fourth-
order in gab and third-order in øa. So let us assume that is the case.  Once you see how
the proof goes under those assumptions, it will be clear to you how to prove Eq. 2.9
in general.  In passing I would like to mention that  the future proof concerning the
differential order of Aab and Ca  will not require Lemma 2 to be valid.
Under the aforementioned assumptions Eab(Ci) is given by
Eab(Ci) = !Ci;ab + dcCi;ab,c ! dcddCi;ab,cd + dcddde Ci;ab,cde ! dcdddedfCi;ab,cdef ,   Eq.2.10
where, for notational convenience, I have defined
Ci;ab := MCi , Ci;ab,c := MCi      , Ci;ab,cd := MCi    , Ci;ab,cde := MCi       , Ci;ab,cdef := MCi          
           Mgab                Mgab,c                 Mgab,cd                  Mgab,cde                    Mgab,cdef
and
dc := d     .
                  dxc
Upon writing out the equation Ch,h = 0 , we get
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0 = Ch;rsgrs,h + Ch;rs,tgrs,th + Ch;rs,tugrs,tuh + Ch;rs,tuvgrs,tuvh + Ch;rs,tuvwgrs,tuvwh +
             + Ch;rør,h + Ch;r,sør,sh + Ch;r,stør,sth + Ch;r,stuør,stuh ,                                        Eq.2.11
where
Ch;r := MCh , Ch;r,s := MCh , Ch;r,st := MCh     and  Ch;r,stu := MCh         .                          
           Mør                Mør,s               Mør,st                        Mør,stu
Eq.2.11 is a vast reservoir of information, which I shall now tap to prove that
Eab(Ci) = 0.
To begin , since Ch is fourth-order in gab, differentiation of Eq.2.11 with respect
to gab,cdefi yields
C(i;*ab*,cdef) = 0.                                                                                Eq.2.12
This equation tells us that the fifth term on the right-hand side of Eq.2.11 vanishes. 
If we act on Eq.2.12 with dcdddedf , we find that
dcdddedf Ci;ab,cdef = !4 dcdddedf Cc;ab,defi .                                                       Eq.2.13
Using Eq.2.13 in Eq.2.10 we find that 
Eab(Ci) = !Ci;ab + dcCi;ab,c ! dcddCi;ab,cd + dcddde Ci;ab,cde + 4 dcdddedf Cc;ab,defi .     Eq.2.14
I shall admit that Eq.2.14 does not look like it will be that helpful, but it will be.
Now let us differentiate Eq.2.11 with respect to gab,cdei .  The end result can be
rewritten as
dhCh;ab,cdei + C(c;*ab*,dei) = 0 .                                                                       Eq.2.15
Differentiating Eq.2.15 with respect to dcddde , and multiplying by 4 gives us
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4 dcdddedf Cf;ab,cdei + 3 dcddde Cc;ab,dei + dcddde Ci;ab,cde = 0    .                      Eq.2.16
Eq.2.16 permits us to rewrite Eq.2.14 as 
Eab(Ci) = ! Ci;ab + dc Ci;ab,c ! dcdd Ci;ab,cd ! 3 dcddde Cc;ab,dei .                     Eq.2.17
So we have been able to remove the dcdddedf Ci;ab,cdef term in Eab(Ci).
To continue we differentiate Eq.2.11 with respect to gab,cdi to obtain
dhCh;ab,cdi + C(c;*ab*,di) = 0 .                                                                             Eq.2.18
Following our previous argument, we differentiate Eq.2.18 with respect to dcdd and
multiply by 3 to get
3 dc dd de Ce;ab,cdi + 2 dcdd Cc;ab,di + dcdd Ci;ab,cd = 0 .                                     Eq.2.19
Eqs.2.17 and 2.19 permit us to deduce that
Eab(Ci) = ! Ci;ab + dcCi;ab,c + 2 dcddCc;ab,di    .                                            Eq.2.20
We are almost done.
Let us return to Eq.2.11 and differentiate with respect to gab,ci .  Doing so gives 
us
dhCh;ab,ci + C(c;*ab*,i) = 0 .
If we act on this equation with dc and multiply the result by 2 we find that
2 dcdd Cc;ab,di + dcCc;ab,i + dcCi;ab,c = 0 .
Hence Eq.2.20 reduces to
Eab(Ci) = ! Cab;i ! dcCc;ab,i .                                                                         Eq.2.21
The right-hand  side of Eq.2.21 can be eliminated by  differentiating  Eq.2.11  with 
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respect to gab,i .  Doing so gives us
dhCh;ab,i + Ci;ab = 0 .
Therefore Eq.2.21 implies that Eab(Ci) = 0, as required.
The proof that Ea(Ci) = 0, is similar, and just involves differentiating Eq.2.11
with respect to øa,cdei; øa,cdi; øa,ci and øa,i .  This task is left to the reader.
As I claimed earlier, it should be clear how to extend the proof presented above
to vector-tensor field theories of arbitrary order, which are consistent with charge
conservation.
In [1] I give another proof of Lemma 2 that is only valid for second-order
vector-tensor field theories.  That proof is more arduous, and cannot be easily
extended to higher-order vector-tensor field theories.  Lemma 2 is also established in
complete generality in Horndeski [6].  Nevertheless I presented the above proof to
save you the trouble of locating that paper.  In that work I investigate gauge invariant
vector-tensor field theories, where by that I mean that the field tensor densities are
invariant under the gauge transformation øa6øa + ö,a , where ö is an arbitrary scalar
field.  In [6] it is demonstrated that gauge invariance is equivalent to charge
conservation in vector-tensor field theories.
When dealing with vector-tensor field theories that are of kth order in the metric
tensor, and mth order in the vector field, the derivatives of the field tensor densities,
Aab and Ca, with respect to Mkgab and Mmøa are tensorial concomitants.  Here I am
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letting Mkgab and Mmøa denote abbreviations for the local components of the kth and mth
derivatives of gab and øa.  However, in general, derivatives of Aab and Ca with respect
to Mpgab, p<k, and  Mqøa, q<m, are not tensorial concomitants.  But under the
assumptions of Lemma 2, Aab;c = 0 and Ca;c = 0, are tensorial equations.  The purpose
of our next lemma is to investigate the implications of this observation.
Lemma 3: In an n-dimensional space if Aij and Ci are the field tensor densities of a
kth order vector-tensor field theory, which is consistent with charge conservation, then 
for every collection of s indices, a,...,b; where s = 2,. . . , k+1,
MAij       = 0 , and  MCi         = 0 . 
Mø(a,. . . b)                 Mø(a,. . . b)
Proof: Let P be an arbitrary point in our n-dimensional space, and let x and x' denote
charts at P.  Since Aij is a tensor density we know that at P
Aij(g'ab; g'ab,c; . . . ; ø'a; ø'a,b; . . . ) =
       = *det Jrs*J'ipJ'jq Apq(gab; gab,c; . . . ; øa; øa,b; . . . )                               Eq.2.22
where Jab := Mxa , J'ip := Mx'i ,   and the derivatives of g'ab and ø'a are with respect to 
                   Mx'b            Mxp 
the chart x'.  Since ø'a = øh Jha we can deduce that for every collection of s indices 
a, . . . ,b; s>2,
ø'a, . . . b = øhJha . . . b + (terms involving derivatives of øa)                        Eq.2.23
where Jha . . . b denotes the sth derivative of xh with respect to x'a, . . . , x'b.  
In order to not get bogged down in indices here, let’s assume that k = 2, in
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Eq.2.22.  Then upon differentiating Eq.2.22 with respect to ør we obtain
MAij        Mø'a + MAij        Mø'a,b + MAij         Mø'a,bc   = 0                             Eq.2.24
Møa /(g',ø') Mør     Møa,b /(g',ø') Mør       Møa,bc/(g',ø') Mør       
where          means to evaluate the concomitant to the left of the vertical bar for 
           /(g',ø')
g'ab and ø'a .  Note that when we differentiated Eq.2.22 with respect to ør , the right- 
hand side vanished since Aij;r = 0, due to Lemma 2.  Similarly the first term on the 
left-hand side of Eq.2.24 vanishes.  So if we now combine Eqs.2.23 and 2.24 we get
Aij;a,b(g',ø')Jrab + Aij;a,bc(g',ø')Jrabc = 0 .                                                          Eq.2.25
The J’s in Eq.2.25 are essentially arbitrary apart from the fact that det(Jab)  0, and
  
Jab . . . c is completely symmetric in its lower indices.  So if we now differentiate
Eq.2.25 with respect to Jstu and Jstuv and then evaluate for the identity coordinate
transformation, we find that at P
Aij;(t,u) = 0 and Aij;(t,uv) = 0 .                                                                      Eq.2.26
Since P was an arbitrary point Eq.2.26 holds in general.
The proof that Ci;(t,u) = 0 and Ci(t,uv) = 0 is similar.
At this point it should be clear how to prove the lemma in general for arbitrary
order k>2. 
One might think that Lemma 3 implies that Aij and Ci must really be built from
Fab and its derivatives. This is in fact true, and is proved in [6].  E.g., in the case where
Ci is fourth-order  we have the replacement theorem
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Ci = Ci(gab; . . . ; gab,cdef; 0; ½Fab; bFa(b,c); ¾Fa(b,cd); 4/5Fa(b,cde)) .
However, we shall not require this fact in what follows.
The next tool we require to prove the Theorem is a generalization of a powerful
identity that Aldersley developed to treat conformally invariant concomitants of the
metric tensor (see, page 70 of [7], or [8]).  To assist in its statement I shall use, as I
did above, the symbols Mqgab and Mqøa  as abbreviations for the components of the qth
derivatives of gab and øa.
Lemma 4 (Aldersley’s Identity for Conformally Invariant Vector-Tensor Field
Theories): In an n-dimensional space let 
Aab = Aab(ghi; Mghi; . . . ; Mkghi; øh; Møh; . . . ; Mmøh)
and
Ca =   Ca(ghi; Mghi; . . . ; Mkghi; øh; Møh; . . . ; Mmøh)
denote the field tensor densities of a conformally invariant vector-tensor field theory. 
Then for every real number ë>0
     ënAab(ghi; Mghi; . . . ; Mkghi; øh; Møh; . . . ; Mmøh) =
= Aab(ghi; ëMghi; . . . ; ëkMkghi; ëøh; ë2Møh; . . . ; ëm+1Mmøh)                         Eq.2.27 
        
and
      ën!1Ca(ghi; Mghi; . . . ; Mkghi; øh; Møh; . . . ; Mmøh) =
          =   Ca(ghi; ëMghi; . . . ; ëkMkghi; ëøh; ë2Møh; . . .; ëm+1Mmøh)                             Eq.2.28
where there is no sum over repeated k’s or m’s in the arguments of Aab and Ca.
Proof: Once again, to make this proof more comprehensible, I shall only prove this
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lemma when k=m=4. From the proof presented, it will be evident how to establish the
lemma in its full generality.
Let P be a point in our n-dimensional space, and let x be a chart at P.  We
define a new chart x' at P by xi = ëx'i.  Since Aab is a tensor density we know, from the
transformation law it satisfies, that at P
*det(Jrs)*J'acJ'bd Acd(ghi; . . . ;ghi,jklm; øh; . . . ; øh,ijkl) =                                 
                            =   Aab(g'hi; . . . ; g'hi,jklm; ø'h; . . . ; ø'h,ijkl) ,                              Eq.2.29 
where the Jacobian matrices are defined by  Jrs :=Mxr and J'ac := Mx'a . The tensor trans-
                                                                             Mx's                Mxc
formation laws for ghi and øh, tell us that 
g'hi = ë2ghi ; g'hi,j = ë3ghi,j ; . . . ; g'hi,jklm = ë6ghi,jklm ; and
ø'h = ëøh ; ø'h,i = ë2 øh,i; . . . ; ø'h,ijkl = ë5 ø'h,ijkl .
Using the above expressions in Eq.2.29, shows us that for every ë>0 , and any chart
x at P,
ën-2 Aab(ghi; . . . ; ghi,jklm; øh; . . . ; øh,ijkl) =
    = Aab(ë2ghi; ë3ghi,j; . . . ; ë6ghi,jklm; ëøh;  ë2øh,i; . . . ; ë5øh,ijkl)   .             Eq.2.30
I shall now show how the assumption of conformal invariance can be employed
to rewrite Eq.2.30.  To that end let ãab and  îa be the x components of a metric tensor
and vector field on a neighborhood of P.  Under the conformal transformation ãab 6
ã'ab := ë2ãab we find that
Aab(ë2ãhi; . . . ; ë2ãhi,jklm; îa; . . . ; îh,ijkl) =  ë!2Aab(ãhi; . . . ; ãhi,jklm; îh; . . . ; îh,ijkl) . Eq.2.31
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We set
ãhi = ghi(P) + ëghi,j(P)(xj!xj(P)) +½ ë2ghi,jk(P)(xj!xj(P))(xk!xk(P)) +
                         + 1/3!ë3ghi,jkl(P)(xj!xj(P))(xk!xk(P)) (xl!xl(P)) + 
                        + 1/4! ë4 ghi,jklm(P)(xj!xj(P))(xk!xk(P))(xl!xl(P))(xm!xm(P))
and
îh = ë øh(P) + ë2øh,i(P)(xi!xi(P)) + ½ë3øh,ij(P)(xi!xi(P))(xj!xj(P)) +
          
                       + 1/3!ë4øh,ijk(P)(xi!xi(P))(xj!xj(P))(xk!xk(P)) +
   + 1/4!ë5øh,ijkl(P)(xi!xi(P))(xj!xj(P))(xk!xk(P))(xl!xl(P)) .
Since ãhi(P) = ghi(P), ãhi is a well defined metric tensor on a neighborhood of P.  Using
the above expressions for ãhi and  îh in Eq.2.31 we find that at P
   Aab(ë2ghi; ë3ghi,j; . . . ; ë6ghi,jklm; ëøh; ë2øh,i; . . . ; ë5 øh,ijkl) =
     = ë!2Aab(ghi; ëghi,j; . . . ; ë4ghi,jklm; ëøh; ë2øh,i; . . . ; ë5øh,ijkl) .                           Eq.2.32
Upon combining Eqs.2.30 and 2.32 we discover that at P
ënAab(ghi; ghi,j; . . . ; ghi,jklm; øh; øh,i; . . . ; øh,ijkl) = 
        =   Aab(ghi; ëghi,j; . . . ; ë4ghi,jklm; ëøh; ë2øh,i; . . . ; ë5øh,ijkl) .                        Eq.2.33
Since P was an arbitrary point, Eq.2.33 is valid in general.  Eq.2.33 agrees with
Eq.2.27 when k=m=4.
Using an argument similar to the one just presented for Aab it is easy to prove
that Eq.2.28 also holds for k=m=4. Due to my earlier remarks this completes the
proof of the lemma.
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As an immediate consequence of Aldersley’s identity we have
Lemma 5: In an n-dimensional space let
Aab = Aab(ghi; Mghi; . . . ; Mkghi; øh; Møh; . . . ; Mmøh)
and 
Ca  =   Ca(ghi; Mghi; . . . ; Mkghi; øh; Møh; . . . ; Mmøh)
denote the field tensor densities of a conformally invariant, flat space compatible,
vector-tensor field theory.  Then k<n and m<(n!1) in Aab, and k<(n!1) and m<(n!2)
in Ca.  In particular, in a 4-dimensional space, k<4 and m<3 in Aab, and k<3 and m<2
in Ca.
Proof: If we differentiate Eq.2.28 with respect to Mmør we obtain
                      ën!1MCa       (ghi; Mghi;. . . ; Mkghi; øh; Møh; . . .; Mmøh) =
                           M(Mmør)
                 =   ëm+1MCa      (ghi; ëMhi; . . . ; ëkMkghi; ëøh; ë2 Møh; . . . ; ëm+1Mmøh) .
      M(Mmør)
Upon multiplying this equation by ë(1!n) we get
               MCa    (ghi; Mghi; . . . ; Mkghi; øh;  Møh; . . . ; Mmøh) =
    M(Mmør)
          =  ë(m!n+2)MCa     (ghi; ëMghi; . . . ; ëkMkghi; ëøh; ë2Møh; . . . ; ëm+1 Mmøh) .       Eq.2.34
                       M(Mmør)
Now if m!n+2 >l, then we can take the limit of Eq.2.34 as ë60+.  In this case the
right-hand side of Eq.2.34 vanishes do to flat space compatibility.  Therefore, if
m>n!1, Ca must be independent of Mmøh.  Consequently, if Ca is of mth order in øh, 
m<n!2.
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In a similar way we can establish the other restrictions on k and m in Aab and
Ca. 
Our next objective is to build all Ca’s that satisfy the assumptions of the
Theorem.  To assist in that endeavor we have
Lemma 6: If Ca satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem then
C(a;*bc*,def) = 0, C(a;*b*,cd) = 0, Ca;b(c,def) = 0 , gbcCa;bc,def = 0 ,                            Eq.2.35
Ca;(b,c) = 0  and   Ca;(b,cd) = 0 .                                                          Eq.2.36
Proof: From Lemma 5 we know that Ca is at most third-order in gab and second-order
in øa . Thus the Ca,a = 0 equation can be written as follows:
0 = Ca;bcgbc,a + Ca;bc,dgbc,da + Ca;bc,degbc,dea + Ca;bc,defgbc,defa +                               
   + Ca;bøb,a + Ca;b,cøb,ca + Ca;b,cdøb,cda   .                                                    Eq.2.37
Upon differentiating this equation with respect to grs,tuvw and ør,stu we get
0 = C(w;*rs*,tuv) and   0 = C(s;*r*,tu) ,
which establishes the first two equations in Eq.2.35.
In passing one should note that, due to Lemma 2, the fifth term in Eq.2.37
actually vanishes.
Since Ca is a contravariant vector density it must satisfy various identities,
which can be obtained as follows.
Let P be an arbitrary point in our space, and let x and x' be charts at P.  Due to
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the tensor transformation law we must have
        Ca(g'hi; g'hi,j; g'hi,jk; g'hi,jkl; ø'h; ø'h,i; ø'h,ij) =
= *detJuv*J'ar Cr(ghi; ghi,j; ghi,jk; ghi,jkl; øh; øh,i; øh,ij) ,                                    Eq.2.38
where the Jacobian matrices, Juv and its inverse, J'ar , have been previously defined. 
At the point P 
g'hi,jkl = gmnJmhjklJni + gmnJmhJnijkl + (terms independent of Jrstuv) .
Using this transformation equation, we discover that if we differentiate Eq.2.38 with
respect to Jrstuv , and evaluate the result for the identity transformation, we obtain
Ca;hi,jkl[gri äs(h ätj äuk ävl) + ghr äs(i ätj äuk ävl)] = 0 ,
which implies that
Ca;r(s,tuv) = 0 .
Thus we have establish the third condition in Eq.2.35.
To obtain the fourth condition let us consider the  conformal  transformation 
gab6g'ab := e2ógab .  Under this transformation, since Ca is conformally invariant, we 
find that
      Ca((e2óghi); . . . ; (e2óghi),jkl; øh; øh,i; øh,ij) = Ca(ghi; . . . ;ghi,jkl; øh; øh,i; øh,ij).    Eq.2.39
If we differentiate Eq.2.39 with respect to ó,rst , and then evaluate the result for the
identity conformal transformation we obtain
Ca;hi,rst ghi = 0 .
This completes our proof of the validity of Eq.2.35. Eq.2.36 follows from
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Lemma 3.
At last we are ready to determine the basic functional form of Ca.  This will be
done in the next lemma.
Lemma 7: If Ca satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem then
Ca = Èabcdefgbc,def + Èabcdefhigbc,degfh,i + Èabcdefhijkgbc,dgef,hgij,k +
    + Øabcdøb,cd + ØabcdefØb,cgde,f                                                                     Eq.2.40
where the È’s and Ø’s are concomitants of only gab.  Èabcdef and Øabcd are tensorial
concomitants which have the following symmetries:
Èabcdef =  Èa(bc)def =  Èabc(def) ,  Èab(cdef) = 0,  È(a*bc*def) = 0 , gbcÈabcdef = 0;   Eq.2.41
and
Øabcd =  Øab(cd) ,  Ø(a*b*cd) = 0,  Øa(bcd) = 0 .                                                 Eq.2.42
Proof: Due to Lemma 2, Aldersley’s identity (Lemma 4), and Lemma 5, we know
that for every ë>0
ë3Ca(ghi; . . . ; ghi,jkl; øh,i; øh,ij) = Ca(ghi; ëghi,j; ë2ghi,jk; ë3ghi,jkl; ë2øh,i; ë3øh,ij) .      Eq.2.43
Upon differentiating this equation with respect to grs,tuv we find that 
               Ca;rs,tuv(ghi; . . . ; ghi,jkl; øh,i; øh,ij) =
     = Ca;rs,tuv(ghi; ëghi,j; ë2ghi,jk; ë3ghi,jkl; ë2øh,i; ë3øh,ij) .                                 Eq.2.44
If we differentiate this equation with respect to ghi,jkl , and then take the limit as ë60+,
recalling that Ca is well defined and differentiable when evaluated for a flat metric
tensor and vanishing vector field, we see that
Ca;rs,tuv;hi,jkl = 0 .
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Similarly we can use Eq.2.44 to prove that
Ca;rs,tuv;hi,jk = 0, Ca;rs,tuv;hi,j = 0 , Ca;rs,tuv;h,ij = 0, and Ca;rs,tuv;h,i = 0 .
Consequently gbc,def must appear linearly in Ca, with coefficients that are solely
functions of gab.
Analogously we can demonstrate that øb,cd appears linearly in Ca with
coefficients that depend only on gab.
Continuing in this fashion we can use Eq.2.43 to show that Ca must be a linear 
combination of gbc,def ; gbc,degfh,i ; gbc,dgef,hgij,k ; øb,cd ; and øb,cgde,f ; with coefficients
which are simply functions of grs.
The symmetries satisfied by È and Ø in Eqs.2.41 and 2.42 follow from Lemma 
6, along with the symmetries inherent in partial derivatives with respect to gbc,def and
øb,cd. 
In order to simplify the form of Ca given in Lemma 7, we need
Lemma 8 (Thomas’s Replacement theorem for Vector-Tensor Concomitants): 
If ô is a tensorial concomitant which locally has the form 
ô...... = ô......(ghi; ghi,j; ghi,jk; ghi,jkl; øh; øh,i; øh,ij) ,
then the value of ô...... is unaffected if its arguments are replaced as shown below
ô...... =  ô......(ghi; 0; a(Rhjki + Rhkji); 1/6(Rhjki*l + Rhkji*l + Rhkli*j + Rhlki*j + Rhlji*k + Rhjli*k);
                 øh;  øh*i;  øh*(ij) + 1/6 øm(Rim hj + Rjm hi)) .
Proof: I essentially explain why Thomas’s Replacement Theorem [9], is valid in [2],
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by simply reformulating his arguments in Appendix B of [2]. Nevertheless I shall
quickly sketch how it works because of the terms involving the derivatives of øh.
Let P be an arbitrary point in our space, and let x be a chart at P. x gives rise 
to a normal coordinate system y at P which is such that M   = M   at P, and hence Mxi=
                                                                                         Mxi    Myi                          Myj
=äij at P.  Let ãab and îa denote the y components of the metric tensor and vector field. 
Due to the fact that ô...... are the components of a tensorial concomitant we know that
the x and y components of ô at P must be related by
ô......(ghi; . . . ; ghi,jkl; øh; øh,i; øh,ij) = ô......(ãhi; . . . ; ãhi,jkl; îh; îh,i; îh,ij) ,           Eq.2.45
where the derivatives on the left-hand side of Eq.2.45 are taken with respect to the
chart x, and those  on the right-hand side are taken with respect to the chart y.  ãhi; .
. . , ãhi,jkl; îh;  îh,i and  îh,ij  are the componenets of tensors at P, called the extensions
of gab and øa.  On page 99 of [9] Thomas gives formulas for these tensor components
in terms of their components with respect to the arbitrary chart x at P.  When these
expressions are placed into Eq.2.45, we obtain the proof of our lemma.
If you do not have access to Thomas’s book, you can derive all of the formulas 
for the extensions of gab and øa we require using Appendix B in [2].  The formulas you
will obtain will involved the Christoffel symbols of the second kind and their
derivatives. The key to rewriting those expressions in terms of more familiar
quantities is to evaluate them at the pole of a normal coordinate system.  E.g., at the
pole, the second extension of øh , denoted øh;ij , is given by
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øh;ij = øh,ij ! ømÃmhij ,
where, at the pole,
Ãmhij = a(Ãmhi,j + Ãmij,h + Ãmjh.i) .
Upon combining these two expressions we see that
øh;ij =  øh*(ij) + 1/6 øm(Rim hj + Rjm hi) .
øh;ij is what replaces øh,ij in ô......
Due to Thomas’s Replacement Theorem we see that Eq.2.40 reduces to
Ca = ÈabcdefRbdec*f +  Øabcd(øb*(cd) +a ømRcm bd) ,                                         Eq.2.46
where I have made use of the symmetries of È and Ø .
At first sight you might think that Eq.2.46 must be wrong since Lemma 2 tells
us that Ca must be devoid of explicit dependence on øa.  But we need to know
something about Øabcd before we start to panic.  This is where our next lemma comes
to the rescue.
Lemma 8: If Èabcdef and Øabcd are tensorial concomitants of gab which satisfy Eq.2.41
and 2.42, then
Èabcdef = 0  and  Øabcd =  g½ á(gabgcd !½gacgbd !½gadgbc) ,                       Eq.2.47
where á is a constant.
Proof: In Appendix C of [2] it is shown how some of the results Weyl presents in[10]
can be used to construct Èabcdef and Øabcd.  The main result we require is that Èabcdef can
be built from a linear combination of terms built from the product of three g..’s, while
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Øabcd can be constructed from a linear combinations of terms involving two g..’s,
where, in both cases, the coefficients in the linear combinations are constants.  (Terms
of the form gabåcdef, where åcdef is the Levi-Civita tensor density, cannot appear in
Èabcdef because of its symmetry in the indices b,c and d,e,f.)  If you express Èabcdef as
a linear combination of terms involving three g..’s, you will start with an ansatz
expression involving 15 terms.  Upon imposing all of Èabcdef’s symmetries on this
initial candidate you easily find that it must vanish.
Now for Øabcd, your initial expression will look like this
Øabcd = g½(ágabgcd + âgacgbd + ãgadgbc),
where á, â and  ã are constants.  After imposing the symmetries that Øabcd enjoys upon
this expression we find that Øabcd is indeed given by Eq.2.47.
Our next lemma provides us with our long sought expression for Ca.
Lemma 9: If Ca satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem then
Ca = á g½ Fab*b ,                                                                                          Eq.2.48
where á is a constant.  A Lagrangian which yields Ca as its Euler-Lagrange tensor
upon varying the vector field is âLM , where LM is defined by Eq.1.6 and â:= !¼á.
Proof: Under the assumptions of the Theorem it was shown that Ca must have the
form given in Eq.2.46.  Thus due to Lemma 8 we can conclude that
Ca = g½ á(gabgcd ! ½gacgbd !½gadgbc)(øb*cd + aømRcmbd).                         Eq.2.49
Upon multiplying out the right-hand side of Eq.2.49 we find that
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Ca = ½g½ á(Fac*c + øa*c*c ! øc*c*a ! ømRam) .                                             Eq.2.50
However,
øc*c*a =  øc*a*c  ! ømRma ,
and therefore Eq.2.50 reduces to
Ca = á g½ Fab*b ,
as required.
The fact that Ca can be derived from the Lagrangian âLM, when â = !¼ á,
follows from the remarks in Section 1.
I can not help but remark upon the amazing logical consistency of mathematics
which we just witnessed. Thomas’s Replacement Theorem knew nothing about the
implications  of charge conservation  when  it  told  us  to  replace  øh,ij  by  øh*(ij) + 
+ 1/6øm(Rim hj + Rjm hi).  And yet the demands of charge conservation dictated the
coefficients of øh,ij  in Ca have just the right symmetries to eliminate the øm terms.
We are now poised to complete the proof of the Theorem.  To that end let L be
a Lagrangian which yields a vector-tensor field theory satisfying the assumptions of
the Theorem.  We define L := L ! âLM , where due to Lemma 9 we know that we can
choose â so that Ea(L) = 0.  The purpose of our next lemma is to determine a pure
metric Lagrangian equivalent to L from a variational point of view.
Lemma 10: Suppose that in a 4-dimensional space the kth order Lagrangian L
generates a conformally invariant, flat space compatible, vector-tensor field theory 
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for which Ea(L) = 0.  Then Eab(L) = Eab(bLB) for a suitable choice of the constant b,
where LB is the Bach Lagrangian defined by Eq.1.10.
Proof: Let us consider the one-parameter variation of øa defined by ø(t)a := t øa ,
0<t<1.  Correspondingly we define the one-parameter family of Lagrangians L(t) by
L(t) := L(gab; Mgab; . . . ; Mkgab; ø(t)a; Mø(t)a; . . . ; Mkø(t)a) .                      Eq.2.51
Note that since L defines a flat-space compatible Lagrangian, L(0) is well-defined. 
If we now use the usual variational arguments, we find that since Ea(L(t)) =0 , 
dL(t) = V(t)i,i                                                                                           Eq.2.52
          dt 
where V(t)i is a one-parameter family of contravariant vector fields. Upon integrating
Eq.2.52 with respect to t from 0 to 1 we get
L(1) ! L(0) = a divergence.                                                                     Eq.2.53
Eq.2.51 tells us that L(1) = L, while L(0) is a pure metric Lagrangian.  So Eq.2.53
implies  that the field theory generated by L can also be generated by a pure metric
Lagrangian which is flat space compatible, and gives rise to conformally invariant
field tensor densities. In the Corollary presented in [2], it is shown that in a 4-
dimensional space, any conformally invariant pure metric theory, which is flat space
compatible, can have its field tensor densities generated by the Lagrangian bLB, for
a suitable choice of the constant b.  This observation completes the proof of the
Lemma.
Due to Lemmas 9 and 10, we know that if L is a Lagrangian that satisfies the
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assumptions of the Theorem, then there exists a constant â, for which, L!âLM,
generates a theory that could be obtained from the Lagrangian bLB for a suitable
choice of the constant b.  Thus the theory generated by L can also be generated  by 
bLB + âLM.  This is precisely what we have been trying to demonstrate.
It should be noted that Lemma 10 marks the first, and only time, that I used the
assumption that L was defined and differentiable for a vanishing vector field, in the
proof of the Theorem.  I believe that the Theorem can be proved if we replace the
current assumption of flat space compatiblity by the demand  that the field tensor
densities be defined and differentiable for either a flat metric tensor (and) or
vanishing vector field.  However, proving the Theorem under these weaker
assumptions is much more difficult.  What we would have to do is actually construct
Aab := Eab(L), when Ea(L) = 0.  To that end you can use Aldersley’s identity to get the
basic form of Aab, as we did for Ca, in Lemma 7.  Then your task would be to prove
that all terms involving the derivatives of øa in Aab vanish.  You can use the fact that
Ec(Aab) = 0, and Aab*b = 0, to help in that endeavor.  Once this is accomplished you can
appeal to the Corollary in [2] to finish the proof of this new and improved version of
the Theorem.
Section 3: Concluding Remarks
In [2] I constructed all of the conformally invariant, flat space compatible,
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scalar-tensor field theories, and it turned out that there were four distinct classes of
such theories, all of which had arbitrary functions of the scalar field appearing in
them.  So when I originally began examining the vector-tensor problem of finding all
conformally invariant, flat space compatible, vector-tensor field theories consistent
with charge conservation, I expected to find more than one class of true vector-tensor
field theories.   Well, my expectations were pleasantly dashed, since we now know
that the only true vector-tensor field theory that satisfies the aforementioned
assumptions can be generated by a constant multiple of the Maxwell Lagrangian. 
And moreover, the only possible vector field equation is Maxwell’s.
These observations go a long way toward answering Einstein’s question of
whether God (if it exists) had any choice, when it came to selecting field equations
to govern our Universe.  For due to Lovelock’s work [11] we know that if you want
second-order metric field equations to describe regions devoid of matter, and you
desire these equations to come from a variational principle, then those equations can
be derived from L = g½R ! g½ Ë, where Ë is the cosmological constant.  Now if you
want to add an electromagnetic source to the gravitational field equations, and you
want that source to be obtained from a flat space compatible, conformally invariant,
true vector-tensor field theory, which is consistent with charge conservation, then
there is only one other Lagrangian you can add to Lovelock’s: viz., âLM, a constant
multiple of the Maxwell Lagrangian.  We would then choose â = 1 to get the
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“numbers right.”
A generalization of the Einstein-Maxwell field equations is provided by the
Einstein-Yang-Mills field equations, which present us with an example of a gauge-
tensor field theory. (See, Yang, Mills [12] for a discussion of Yang-Mills theory.) If
we let øái denote the gauge potentials (where small Greek indices run from 1to n, and
n is the dimension of the gauge group G, which is a Lie group), then the components
of its associated curvature tensor are given by Fáij := øái,j ! øáj,i !Cáâã øâi øãj , where
Cáâã denotes the structure constants of the Lie algebra, LG, of G. (I realize that my
Greek and Latin indices are just the opposite of those conventionally used, but they
are consistent with my previous index usage.) A Lagrangian that yields the Einstein-
Yang-Mills field equations is given by
LEYM := g½R + LYM                                                                                    Eq.3.1
where                          
 LYM := g½ BáâFáijFâij ,                                                                                Eq.3.2
and Báâ denotes the components of a symmetric AdG invariant bilinear form on LG. 
(By Báâ being AdG invariant I mean that for every h0G, Báâ =  BìíAdìá(h)Adíâ(h).) 
The Yang-Mills Lagrangian, given in Eq.3.2, is conformally invariant, and generates
a gauge-tensor field theory which is consistent with (gauge) charge conservation in
that Eaá(LYM)**a = 0, where Eaá (LYM)**a := Eaá(LYM),a !Eaâ(LYM)Câãá øãa  . We recover the
Einstein-Maxwell theory from this gauge theory by choosing the Lie group G to be
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ú, and then Báâ has only one entry, which we take to be !1.
 Now I believe that it should be possible to modify the theory developed in
section 2 using the material presented in Horndeski [13] to establish the following
Conjecture 1: In a space of four-dimensions let L be a Lagrangian which generates
a conformally invariant, flat space compatible, gauge-tensor field theory which is
consistent with charge conservation.  Then the Euler-Lagrange tensors associated
with L can also be obtained from the Lagrangian bLB + LYM, where b is a constant,
with  LB and LYM defined by Eqs.1.10 and 3.2.
If this conjecture turns out to be true, it would provide us with another reason
to demand that the field equations associated with source fields should be required
to be conformally invariant, since that demand leads to unique field equations in
several instances.
However, I have to mention that I have been a little surreptitious here.  For if
we were to assume that our manifold is orientable, then we could have included the
conformally invariant Lagrangian
LYM* := Báâ åhijkFáhi Fâjk 
in the statement of the conjecture.  Note that LYM* becomes a divergence in the
abelian case, and that is why no such term appears in the Theorem.
Let us now return to vector-tensor field theory.   Just because Maxwell’s
equations work very well in flat space,  does not imply that they should be the
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equations we use in curved space.  That is why the result I present in [1] is
significant.  Since it essentially shows that there is only one second-order vector-
tensor alternative to Maxwell’s theory in a curved space, that is consistent with
charge conservation, and reduces to Maxwell’s equations in flat space.
 In view of what was accomplished in Section 2, is there anything we can say
about vector-tensor field theories in a four-dimensional space,  that are conformally
invariant, and flat space compatible, but not necessarily consistent with charge
conservation?  It turns out that we can actually  say quite a lot.  For let L be the
Lagrangian of such a theory. If both sets of field tensor densities generated by L do
not depend explicitly on øa, we can use Lemma 2 to deduce that L generates a field
theory compatible with conservation of charge. Thus we know what L is equivalent
to in that case, due to our Theorem. So let us assume that at least one of the field
tensor densities generated by L has explicit øa dependence.  Then we define Lö to be
the scalar-tensor Lagrangian we get from L by replacing øa and its derivatives, by ö,a
and its derivatives, where ö is a scalar field. Since L yielded a conformally invariant
vector-tensor field theory, Lö will  yield a conformally invariant scalar-tensor field
theory. In [2] I constructed all flat space compatible, conformally invariant, scalar-
tensor field theories in an orientable four-dimensional space.  From that work we
know that the field tensor densities derivable from Lö can also be obtained from the
Lagrangian
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LC := L2C + L3C + L4C + LUC ,                                                                                                                    
where, in the present case,
L2C = g½ k (ö,aö,b gab)2 ,                                                                               
L3C = p åabcdCpqabCpqcd ,                                                                              
L4C = b LB ,                                                                                                
and
LUC = g½u(!12Rabö,aö,b+2Rö,aö,bgab!3(~ö)2!6ö*abö*ab!12ö,a(~ö),a),    
where k, p, b and u are constants, and LB is defined by Eq.1.10.
Evidently, when the substitution øa6 ö,a is made, the Lagrangian L2C can be
obtained from the conformally invariant, flat space compatible, vector-tensor
Lagrangian k L2CV , where
L2CV := g½(øa øbgab)2 .                                                                              Eq.3.3 
Thus we have k L2CVö = L2C.
The Lagrangian L3C is trivial in the present case, since its Euler-Lagrange
tensor densities vanish. L4C corresponds to a constant multiple of the Bach
Lagrangian given in Eq.1.10, which we know to generate a theory consistent with
charge conservation.
Associated with the Lagrangian LUC, is the vector-tensor Lagrangian LUCV,
defined by
LUCV := g½u(!12Rabøaøb + 2Røaøbgab!3(øa*a)2!6øa*bøa*b!12øa(øb*b),a) .              
Although LUCV has the property that, LUCVö = LUC , it is not  conformally  invariant, nor
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is it conformally invariant up to a divergence.   The problem term is øa*bøa*b. 
Replacing it with øa*bøb*a or  ½(øa*b + øb*a)øa*b does not help to yield a conformally
invariant vector-tensor field theory. 
The upshot of the above analysis is that if the flat space compatible Lagrangian
L,  yields a conformally invariant vector-tensor field theory, then the field theory it
generates when we make the substitution øa = ö,a can also be generated by the vector-
tensor Lagrangian kL2CV + âLM + bLB, for a suitable choice of the constants k, â and
b, when we make the same substitution øa = ö,a .  However, this does not imply that
in general L yields the same vector-tensor field equations as does L2CV + âLM + bLB. 
For there might be a conformally invariant vector-tensor Lagrangian, Ë,which is such
that Ëö either vanishes, or is a divergence, and the field tensor densities generated by
Ë depend explicitly on øa.  (E.g., when working in a six-dimensional space we can
take Ë to be Ë:= g½gabgcdgeføa øcFbe Fdf.)  Nevertheless, I am willing to make the
following
Conjecture 2: In a space of four-dimensions the field tensor densities of any flat
space compatible, conformally invariant, vector tensor field theory can be derived
from the Lagrangian kL2CV + âLM + bLB for a suitable choice of the constants k, b and
â.  The Lagrangians L2CV ,  LM and LB are defined by Eqs.3.3, 1.6 and 1.10.
This paper is the second of my trilogy of papers dealing with conformally
invariant field theories.  In the next, and final paper, I shall discuss conformally
39
invariant scalar-vector-tensor field theories, that are flat space compatible and
consistent with conservation of charge.
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